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Discussion • Language is a skill based subject and skills can be acquired only by practice. • Prose, poem and grammar are the tools to develop the English language skills. • The most important objective of English language teaching is to develop the basic language skills such as listening, speaking, reading and writing. • These skills can be developed only in an active classroom. In the traditional method of chalk and talk, the scope for developing speaking and listening skills is less. • ALM provides and ample opportunity for the teacher to make the classroom communicative and interactive by involving the students in activities. http://allindiateachersperavai.blogspot.in/
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• The students get the opportunity to listen to English words and sentences only when the teacher creates an English atmosphere in the classroom. • In ALM classroom listening skill is developed in introduction, giving instructions, consolidation and presentation. • Speaking skill is focused while the students share their ideas in English during mind map, consolidation and reinforcement activities. • Reading skill is focused mainly in guided reading where the teacher gives model reading and gives repeated practice. • Writing skill is developed in various steps of ALM and creative writing is encouraged through mind map. • Understanding grammar concepts through activities has been included in ALM. • Teaching functional grammar has been incorporated with situational approach.
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Introduction (10 min)



• The Teacher motivates the students by giving some activities that bring the mood and attention of the students to get into the lesson. • The teacher makes use of the classroom atmosphere, real life situation, or show pictures familiar to students to introduce the lesson. • The teacher makes sure that the activity that he/she conducts is relevant and appropriate to the lesson. • It is suggested that the activities can be in variety instead of adopting the a same strategy for all the lessons. • The gist of the lesson is given by the teacher in English .
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Guided Reading (10 min) • The Teacher guides the students to read the lesson with proper pronunciation, stress and intonation. • The students along with the help of the teacher, reads the lesson in groups. Students are involved in silent reading and underline the new words they come across while reading. • The students are encouraged to use dictionary to find out the meaning of the new words on their own. • The teacher simultaneously writes the meaning of new words on the blackboard. • The new words are related to the context of the lesson with the help of the teacher. • Note: For grammar part, Guided reading is not followed. Instead, it is given as ‘Understanding’ so that the teacher can teach the concept of grammar. http://allindiateachersperavai.blogspot.in/
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MindMap (15min)



• The students draw mind map individually using their imagination. • The teacher can guide the students with instructions and model mind map if they find it difficult to do it. • The students present their mind maps in groups. One group may present and the other groups can be given chances on rotation basis. • The teacher presents his/her mind map so that the students can compare and include the points that they have missed out. • As far as Grammar is concerned, the teacher can give a guided mind map, if needed. http://allindiateachersperavai.blogspot.in/
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Consolidation and Presentation (10 min) • The student consolidates the lesson in groups and one group presents it. • Then the teacher summarise the lesson by recalling the key points. • Scope should be provided to enrich the speaking skill of the students.
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Reinforcement (15 min) • The content of the lesson is reinforced with some activities which can be designed in such a way to provide more space for developing the listening and speaking skills. • Book back activities can be utilized for further practice.
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Evaluation (15min) • The teacher conducts oral or written test to assess the understanding level of the students. This assessment can be taken as FA(b).
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Remedial Teaching(15min) The teacher pays special attention for the late bloomers by adopting certain simple strategies to improve their skills like giving oral drills, reading practice etc.
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Writing • Writing work is given to the students from the book back exercises or any other can be given related to the lesson to improve their writing skill. In this step the scope for writing practice is ensured.
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Follow up Work The students are encouraged to involve in gathering information from other sources like newspaper, reference books and internet. This task helps the students enrich their language skills. Note: As far as English subject is concerned, the teacher has to communicate in English in the classroom, which provides opportunity for students to listen to English language.
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ENGLISH - A MODEL LESSON STANDARD



:



VI (II TERM)



LESSON



:



THE MYSTERY OF LANGUAGE – PROSE



PAGE NO



:



55
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1.Introduction  The Teacher asks a few students to come in front of the class and cover their eyes with a cloth so that they cannot see. One student is asked to draw a circle on the blackboard; another student is instructed to take the duster from the table.  Likewise, the other students are also given such activity to make them realize the difficulties of the visually impaired.
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2.Guided Reading New words • Remarkable great • Rapidly very quickly • Mystery strange and interesting • Unemployed jobless • Diverse different Here, Formative Assessment (a) can be conducted for the students to evaluate their dictionary usage skill.
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3.Mindmap
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4.Consolidation & Presentation Helen keller was born in a small town in Alabama, USA



She lost her ablity to hear and see when she was one and a half years old



Helen’s mother Kate sent her to perkins school and Anne Sullivan taught her



Anne taught her by writing on her palm. It was difficult first but then Helen learnt words and sentences



Helen knew three other languages, knew how to play chess and even ride a horse
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5. Reinforcement • Read the following passage from the lesson and answer the questions that follow. Helen’s parents realized that she needed a person who could teach her to communicate with people. So they took her to Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone. He had also discovered ways of helping children who found it difficult to hear. His wife, Mabel had lost her hearing at an easily age due to fever. He suggested that they write to Perkins school.



• Who was Mabel? • How did Mabel lose her hearing? • Why did Helen’s parents take her to Alexander Graham Bell?
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6.Evaluation 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Say True of False Helen lost her ability to hear and see when she was four years old. Anne Sullivan was a student of Perkins school. ‘Flower’ was the first word taught by Anne to Helen. Helen’s first book, ‘the story of my life’ has been translated into 32 languages. Anne’s arrival changed Helen’s life totally.



Note: This can be taken for FA (b)
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7.Remedial Teaching The new words can be taught to them by splitting the words into syllables. It helps them to pronounce the words properly.



1.



remarkable



Re-mar-ka-ble



2



communicate



Com-mu-ni-cate



3



Distinction



Dis-tinc-tion



4



Unemployed



Un-emp-loyed



5



acceptance



Ac-cep-tance
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8.Writing Answer the following Questions. • What made Helen unable to see and hear? • What was the most important day in Helen’s life? • What did Anne Sullivan want for her student Helen? • What were the different things Helen learnt?
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9.Follow up work Students are asked to write a paragraph about any person with disability and his success in his/her life.
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THANK YOU
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